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What makes
us special?

Insolvency and
Restructuring

Insolvency and Restructuring is part
of our tradition.
CERHA HEMPEL is one of Austria’s leading law
firms, with an integrated practice in Central
and Eastern Europe. With a team of approximately 200 lawyers, we guarantee our clients
experience and expertise in all areas of corporate and commercial law, both in Austria and
Central and Eastern Europe.
CERHA HEMPEL can look back on a long
tradition of advising clients on insolvency cas-
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es, restructurings, reorganizations and outsourcing. We pride ourselves on our ability to
guide interested parties through the process
of acquiring businesses out of bankruptcy, and
we also advise investors, banks and companies
(at risk of going bankrupt) on reorganization
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We represent our clients out of court, for inCERHA HEMPEL

stance in out-of-court settlement negotiations,
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and, if need be, we also enforce their interests
in court.
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